A Sample Ph.D. Program with MS in Statistics

Year 1

Fall Quarter
Microeconomics I: 210A
Macroeconomics I: 210D
Statistics and Prob I: 200A

Winter Quarter
Microeconomics II: 210B
Macroeconomics II: 210E/211L
Statistics and Prob II: 200B
Econometrics & Statistics I: 220B/221B

Spring Quarter
Microeconomics III: 210C
Macroeconomics III: 210F
Statistics and Prob III: 200C
Econometrics & Statistics IV: 220C/221C

Year 2

Fall Quarter
Statistical Methods I: 211
Econometrics: 223A
Field I
Colloquium 200A

Winter Quarter
Statistical Methods II: 212
Econometrics: 224A
Field I
Colloquium 200B

Spring Quarter
Statistical Methods III: 213
Research Writing 205A
Colloquium 200C
Year 3

Fall Quarter
Field II
Stats Elective
Colloquium 200A

Winter Quarter
Field II
Stats Elective
Colloquium 200B

Spring Quarter
Colloquium 200C